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What is most scarce resource nowadays?
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Time?
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So, what is the most critical scarce resouce
nowadays?
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People report not being able to sustain 
their attention at meetings70%

Number of thoughts per day… 
A normal person
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New stream of books
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What percentage of your daily decisions are made consciously? 
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The three levels of the mind according 
to Freud
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Role of the amygdala and prefrontal cortex in our actions 
and reactions

Amygdala  Hijack
Vs.

Mindful Action
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Conscious Unconscious



Are you aware that you operate in autopilot most of the 
time and how your thoughts create your “reality”?
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Conscious
5%

95%
Unconscious

Interconnected information
Huge storage capacity

Minimum effort required
Difficult to access

Automation



Insula's role in self-awareness and in the management 
of emotions and stress
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• The insula seems to be the core of our 
"awareness" / "attention span".

• A brain structure that manages our emotions 
and the ability to empathize with the 
emotions of others

• Ability to recognize one's emotions or to 
express feelings verbally

• The safe-box of our intuition.



“Between  the stimulus and response there is a space. In that 
space is our power to choose our response. In our response 
lies our growth and our freedom”
Viktor E. Frankl
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STIMULUS / 
TRIGER

BRAIN  PREPARE 
TO ACT

AWARENESS OF 
INTENTION TO ACT

RESPONSE / 
BEHAVIOUR

How is ability to 
pay attention to 

the present 
moment?



What is the quality of your decisions?

• 50% WANDERING MIND
Even when you need to be focused
• 95% UNCOUNSCIOUS MIND
Even when you need to be aware
• REACTIVE BEHAVIOURS
Even when there is no tiger. You 
are in autopilot mode most of the 
time
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You need to change your mind
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The impact of mindfulness in your life

“The brain takes its shape from what the mind rests upon” 
Dr Rick Hanson (2009), Buddha’s Brain: The practical neuroscience of happiness, love & 
wisdom

CHANGE YOUR MIND CHANGE YOUR BRAIN CHANGE YOUR LIFE
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Difference between Meditation and Mindfulness
• Mindfulness - “The awareness that arises from paying 

attention on purpose, in the present moment, non-
judgmentally.”(1)

• Meditation – “a form of mental training that aims to 
improve an individual’s core psychological capacities, 
such as attentional and emotional self-regulation”(2). 

• Mindfulness Meditation - Meditação centrada na atenção
plena sobre o momento presente (Mindfulness)

• Many meditation practices: mindfulness meditation, 
mantra meditation, transcendental meditation, zen
meditation, Tibetan meditation, yoga, tai chi, chi gong 
and others.
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(1) Jon Kabat-Zinn (1990)

(2) Tang, Yi-Yuan; Hölzel, Britta K. e Posner, Michael I. (2015), “The neuroscience of mindfulness meditation”, Neuroscience,  Vol. 16, April, 213-225.



How do you feel the environment?
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People are exhausted and feeling unbale to 
respond to the demand of requests
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Stress may 
contribute to or 
exacerbate health 
problems from A to 
Z (or at least to U).

• allergic skin reactions

• anxiety

• arthritis

• constipation

• cough

• depression

• diabetes

• dizziness

• gum disease

• headaches

• heart problems, such as angina 
(chest pains), arrhythmias, heart 
attack, and palpitations

• (pounding heart)

• heartburn

• high blood pressure

• infectious diseases, such as colds 
or herpes

• insomnia and resulting fatigue

• irritable bowel syndrome

• menopausal symptoms, such as 
hot flashes

• “morning sickness,” the nausea 
and vomiting of pregnancy

• nervousness

• pain of any sort, including 
backaches, headaches, abdominal 
pain, muscle pain, joint aches,

• postoperative pain, and chronic 
pain caused by many conditions

• Parkinson’s disease

• postoperative swelling

• premenstrual syndrome (PMS)

• side effects of AIDS

• side effects of cancer and cancer 
treatments

• slow wound healing

• ulcers
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Adapted from The Relaxation Revolution, Herbert Benson and William Proctor (Scribner, 2010)

To the extent that stress worsens these ailments, the relaxation response from 
mindfulness can be healing.



Neuroplasticity continues into adulthood

Lazar et al. Neuroreport (2005) 16:1893-1897
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Everything we do 
has an impact in 
the brain: 
What we do daily, 
determines our 
neural patterns

• The practice of paying attention to the good things 
that happens in our life. The practice of gratitude.

• The practice of mindfulness meditation, Qi-Gong, 
Yoga, etc.

• Take walks in the countryside
• Bring peace of mind at the end of the day
• Observing what went well and paying more attention 

to things that went well, than to went wrong.
• All good habits are important to create neural 

networks patterns that help to avoid reactivity/being 
in autopilot. 

• It is important to develop “awareness” of the present 
moment to manage the situation, instead of reacting 
to the situation.
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How Mindfulness practice can change your brain and 
improve your health 
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Conclusion

• With mental training (Mindfulness 
meditation for example) you can change your 
brain activity patterns, the structure of your 
brain, in order to change your emotional 
style and thus manage and improve your 
health and quality life and of those you lead 
or live with

• With the development of attention, you start 
to access to your conscious mind (less 
autopilot) to make decisions with a higher 
level of emotional intelligence, therefore 
with better results for you and everyone else
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